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Abstract: Tabriz city in NW Iran is a seismic-prone province with recurring devastating earthquakes
that have resulted in heavy casualties and damages. This research developed a new computational
framework to investigate four main dimensions of vulnerability (environmental, social, economic and
physical). An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Model and a SWOT-Quantitative Strategic Planning
Matrix (QSPM) were applied. Firstly, a literature review was performed to explore indicators with
significant impact on aforementioned dimensions of vulnerability to earthquakes. Next, the twenty
identified indicators were analyzed in ArcGIS, a geographic information system (GIS) software, to
map earthquake vulnerability. After classification and reclassification of the layers, standardized
maps were presented as input to a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and Self-Organizing Map (SOM)
neural network. The resulting Earthquake Vulnerability Maps (EVMs) showed five categories of
vulnerability ranging from very high, to high, moderate, low and very low. Accordingly, out of the
nine municipality zones in Tabriz city, Zone one was rated as the most vulnerable to earthquakes
while Zone seven was rated as the least vulnerable. Vulnerability to earthquakes of residential
buildings was also identified. To validate the results data were compared between a Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) and a Self-Organizing Map (SOM). The scatter plots showed strong correlations
between the vulnerability ratings of the different zones achieved by the SOM and MLP. Finally,
the hybrid SWOT-QSPM paradigm was proposed to identify and evaluate strategies for hazard
mitigation of the most vulnerable zone. For hazard mitigation in this zone we recommend to
diligently account for environmental phenomena in designing and locating of sites. The findings
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are useful for decision makers and government authorities to reconsider current natural disaster
management strategies.

Keywords: earthquake; vulnerability assessment; urban areas; ANN; SWOT; QSPM; Tabriz

1. Introduction

Natural disasters have resulted in significant human and economic losses world-
wide [1–6]. Calamities such as earthquakes are no longer considered mere natural phenom-
ena but the outcome of multifaceted interactions between human society and hazardous
events [7]. At the turn of the last century, numerous scholars reported uneven global
distributions of natural disasters and their impacts [8,9]. In this context the concept of
vulnerability emerges as an inherent difference in hazard susceptibility which predicts
potential loss of life, damage to infrastructure, and adverse economic effects [10]. Differ-
ences in vulnerability cause the noted uneven distributions in the impacts and aftermaths
of natural disasters [11]. As a result, vulnerability has become fundamental to global
studies on environmental change and sustainability science undertaken by several research
groups [12–14]. Studies on vulnerability assessments are crucial to developing adaptation
strategies and implementation policies [15].

In the last two decades, the term ‘vulnerability’ has become a critical and widely used
concept for hazard research and developing appropriate mitigation strategies at the local,
national, and international scale [16,17]. However, despite some scientific progress, the
application of vulnerability science remains a challenge [18,19], in particular because the
vulnerability of humanity to natural disasters such as earthquakes is influenced by human
behavior. Lowering the vulnerability in urban spaces can eliminate the physical and eco-
nomic costs of natural disasters as it increases the potential of physical and socioeconomic
systems to resist [20–22]. High vulnerability of an urban environment to earthquakes is
typically exacerbated by various factors, namely urbanization, population growth, un-
controlled settlement in extremely seismic areas, and elevated exposure to various risk
indicators. Other detrimental factors include poor building standards and dilapidated
social infrastructure, resulting in inadequate disaster management [23,24]. Studies to date
typically focused on assessing vulnerability based on a risk assessment, which is influenced
by environmental, social, economic, and physical conditions [25–27]. The aim of such
studies is to predict the magnitude of earthquakes [28,29] or aspects of structural and
geological engineering [30,31]. Largely overlooked, however, are the significant impacts on
social structure, economic development, and cultural heritage of urban areas.

Therefore, a sound assessment method for urban vulnerability should include socio-
economic, environmental, and physical factors of vulnerability that help decision-makers to
prioritize interventions or steer future spatial developments. Although numerous methods
exist to assess vulnerability and earthquake hazard mitigation, there is no consensus on the
most effective approach. As for soft computing techniques, different computing tools have
been adopted to detect hazards and assess damaged buildings such as the improved rapid
assessment of earthquake hazard-safety of structures via artificial neural networks [32].
Numerous scholars have also paid attention to the use of machine learning (ML) methods
to predict damage via a Support Vector Machine (SVM) model [33]; multicriteria decision
making [34]; application of support vector machine modeling for the rapid evaluation of
seismic hazard of existing buildings [35]; along with fuzzy systems (FSs) [36]. Further
available are soft computing techniques for the rapid evaluation of visual safety and a
damage classification of existing buildings [37]; a prototype for machine learning-based
earthquake hazard safety assessment of structures by using a smartphone app [38]; assess-
ing building damage from xBD satellite imagery datasets [39,40]; a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) that features an automated assessment of building damage based on
remote sensing and image analysis [41]. A vulnerability assessment of urban spaces to
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earthquake hazard using the catastrophe theory in the context of geographic information
system has also been conducted [42]. The detailed geological, geodetical, geotechnical and
geophysical parameters of the region of the North Tabriz Fault were combined using an
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and a deterministic near-field earthquake of magnitude
7 was simulated [43]. This simulation provides differing intensities of ground shaking
in the different districts of Tabriz. In another study, a GIS application of the Karmania
Hazard Model (KHM) for earthquake scenario development and disaster management
was conducted [44]. This model draws on datasets integrated and manipulated in a rela-
tional database management system to simulate an earthquake with specific characteristics
relating to magnitude, depth, distance, time and date.

However, there are still limited studies using ANN and hybrid models to handle
the EVM and hazard mitigation strategies in urban areas. Moreover, there is a significant
challenge for remotely sensed imagery analysis due to the highly imbalanced class distri-
bution [45,46]. In addition, none of the existing methods are holistic and simultaneously
account for socioeconomic, physical, and environmental factors. The results depend on the
amount of data available as well as the ability of the assessor to interpret the data [47,48].
There is also no comprehensive study to provide essential information on the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) for effective hazard mitigation and disaster
management planning. The definition and formulation of urban earthquake vulnerability
and catastrophe risk mitigation involves an integrated and interdisciplinary approach to
consider a broad variety of vulnerability factors [49]. Therefore, we posit that an integrated
approach is needed for the assessment of urban vulnerability to earthquakes. The methods
that we employ in our study aim at improving the evaluation and prediction of earthquake
vulnerability through scientific analysis of Earthquake Vulnerability Maps (EVMs) and by
applying techniques such as Multicriteria Analysis and Fuzzy Set Theory using supporting
tools like GIS and IDRISI.

In this study, we firstly used Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) as an adequate com-
putational model to address the ambiguity innate to earthquake phenomena [6,50]. ANN
systems successively process data from interconnected modules that respond to inputs by
variables that can be altered, such as weights, thresholds and functions for mathematical
transition [51]. In a bracket, each unit manages input from other units and then transfers
signals to another. This makes ANN an adequate choice for grappling with problems that
involve large data sets and dynamic nonlinear interactions with many different solutions.
In data sets where the program formula is unable to solve the problem, ANN can also
delineate complex patterns [52]. Furthermore, reliable predictions are possible even for
uncharted data [53,54]. Therefore, ANN has the potential to create risk maps resulting
from dynamic encounters with excellent precision. In order to build an ANN framework
based on chosen metrics, it must be qualified. For the ANN preparation, an adequate set of
training parameters is critical [55]. The most imminent limitation for ANN is that it expects
the training algorithm and network architecture to be immoderate. Unfortunately, there
are no rules to describe both network functions so far. However, the ideal and optimum
network can only be sought by deploying a trial and error process [56,57]. ANN on its
own is ineffective when applied to earthquake vulnerability problems and it has therefore
been highly recommended by researchers to apply ANN with hybrid models. ANN can
also determine complicated patterns in sets of data which computational formulas are
unable to solve [38–42]. Furthermore, it provides reliable predictions even on noisy and
uncertain data [40,41]. Therefore, ANN has the capacity to produce classified vulnerability
maps arising from complex interactions with high accuracy. To develop an ANN structure
based on selected research indicators, it needs to be trained. An appropriate choice of
training parameters is necessary for training ANN [42–44]. The single most imperative
limitation of an ANN lies in its efficiency, which relies heavily on the training algorithm
and network architecture. Regrettably, to date, no guidelines exist to define both features
of the network. It is feasible to find the ideal and optimal network just by utilizing a trial
and error procedure [45–50].
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Secondly, we used a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) anal-
ysis which helps with the development of hazard reduction strategies. A SWOT analysis
constitutes a structured planning method that helps summarize the most important factors
for evaluating the characteristic of earthquake vulnerability. However, in its calculation and
estimation measures, the SWOT approach reveals certain limitations. The magnitude factor
is not quantified in a traditional SWOT analysis to assess the influence of each factor on the
planned strategy [58]. Alternatively, the Quantitative Strategic Planning Matrix (QSPM)
can solve this problem and also prioritize strategies. Hence, we chose a QSPM in this study.
The outlined integrated approaches can potentially help with prioritizing management
of highly vulnerable municipality zones and select adequate mitigation strategies, and
planning policies.

Accordingly, the core question of the current study that reflects the gap in the literature
is how to measure vulnerabilities for the development of Earthquake Vulnerability Maps
(EVM) using an ANN and Hybrid SWOT-QSPM Model. To our knowledge, no research has
been conducted using an ANN and Hybrid SWOT-QSPM Model for EVM development of
urban areas. The specific objectives of this study include: (1) to develop ANN models to
provide EVM and to identify the least and most vulnerable municipality zones of Tabriz
city; (2) to identify Residential Building Vulnerability (RBV) in different municipality zones
of Tabriz city through a comparative analysis between RBV and Self-Organizing Maps
(SOM); (3) to develop a hybrid SWOT analysis and QSPM model to evaluate inherent and
exterior factors, and to rank possible hazard mitigation strategies based on priority. To date
there are no published applications of ANN and SWOT–QSPM for the assessment of urban
vulnerability to earthquakes.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the methods and a description
of the study area. The results are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the results and
discusses the methodology used in the hybrid models. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area

The city of Tabriz in NW Iran was selected for the case study due to its location in a
seismic-prone area with consistently catastrophic earthquakes. Metropolitan Tabriz with
its over 1.5 million residents consists of nine municipal zones (Figure 1). It is Iran’s second
largest city in terms of land area and the old precincts cover approximately 25 km2 [59].
The North Tabriz Fault (NTF), occupying an area of 150 km2, stretches from the Caucasus
in the north to the Zagros Mountains in the south. The whole area is surrounded by seismic
activity and deep-rooted deformation which is one of the prominent tectonic features
in western Iran and eastern Turkey. The NTF is the dominant tectonic structure in the
immediate neighborhood of Tabriz [60,61]. While the NTF has been seismically inactive
over the last few years, historically, major earthquakes have been triggered by the fault.
Three major earthquakes shattered the NTF arrangement and the nearby reverse faults
ranging from the southeast to the northwest over the course of 65 years.

These earthquakes included the Shebli in 1721 (M ~ 7.3) which occurred southeast of
the NTF rupturing a surface length of greater than 35 km; then the Tabriz in 1780 (M ~ 7.4)
affecting the northwestern area of the NTF, causing a surface fissure length of approximately
42 km; and finally the Marand-Mishu in 1786 (M ~ 6.3) at the Mishu reverse fault and the
Sufian segment. Seismologists expect that a major earthquake could take place in Tabriz in
the foreseeable future according to probabilistic and deterministic evaluations. Therefore,
hazard mitigation studies for reducing the catastrophic devastation from such an event are
indispensable [62].

2.2. Data Acquisition, Classification and Standardization

The most critical part for generating vulnerability maps is to select indicators capturing
the dissimilarity of the study area [63–68]. It is also the most time-consuming aspect because
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of the need to prepare a GIS spatial database for subsequent use in the hazard evaluation of
earthquakes and for input into the simulation of earthquake scenarios. A literature review
and a survey of experts were conducted that helped identify 44 indicators for investigating
urban susceptibility to earthquakes in Tabriz (Appendix A). Experts surveyed in this study
included scientists from different private and governmental organizations in Tabriz. The
experts were asked to rank the identified earthquake vulnerability indicators in order of
importance and similarity from most to least meaningful for Tabriz [69]. The significance
index of the individual indicators was computed based on equation 1. The Relative Value
Index (RII) varies from 0 to 1 and fewer than 0.50 RII indicators have been omitted from
the study as highlighted with red color [70–72], this was the case for 24 indicators. The
remaining indicators (RII ≥ 0.50) were ranked as almost equally important for determining
the vulnerability to earthquakes of Tabriz [50,51] (Appendix B).

Relative Importance Index (R) =
∑5

i=1 gi

A× N
(1)

where,

g: weight given by the Relative Importance Index (R) of experts for each indicator, ranging
from 1 to 5;
A: maximum weight, in this case A = 5;
N: number of experts.
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To categorize municipal zones into five different vulnerability classes, various default
options exist in the GIS software such as using equal intervals, manual or natural breaks, or
via statistical considerations [73]. To obtain five distinct vulnerability classes, the manual
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classifier approach was applied. Initially, a classification was established using all the
layers necessary for building scale, residential building presence, building floors, materials,
building efficiency, building age, commercial building presence, educated people, working
people, household, unemployed people, inhabitants, and building block size. Other
indicators used for the classification included the distance to a particular locale described
through the presence of a road network, further the presence of faults, service centers, relief
centers and open spaces. All layers were classified into five classes except the slope that
was presented as a percentage, and the geology. In order to measure density and distance,
respectively, a kernel density function and a Euclidean function were used. The Euclidean
function was applied with a pixel size of 10 × 10 m. However, to calculate the slope,
we created a digital elevation model (DEM) from contours using 1:50,000 topographic
sheet of Tabriz. The classification was done on the basis of percentages. Measurements
from cross-sectional profiles of the topography of Tabriz were used to define zones from
which elevation data were extracted for the DEM. The uniform input layers derived from
this GIS technique are used in this study. Classified input layers resulting from the GIS
processing of the earthquake vulnerability indicators included: (a) density of buildings by
age; (b) distance to emergency facilities; (c) distance to the fault; (d) building floor density;
(e) geology of Tabriz; (f) household density; (g) density of literate people; (h) density of
buildings by size; (i) density of buildings by material; (j) population density; (k) distance
to open space; (l) density of employed people; (m) distance to a relief center; (n) density
of residential buildings; (o) distance to road networks; (p) density of building by quality;
(q) overall building density; (r) commercial building density; (s) density of unemployed
people; (t) percent of slope.

Experts analyzed the geological map according to the rock texture, rock constituents,
type of surface, water permeability, and the occurrence of faults and fractures. Using the
function to raster, vector to raster or polygon to raster methods in ArcGIS, the twenty
qualitative or quantitative metrics were transformed. Each indicator was standardized as it
has a definite value for the range scale. Finally, indicators were weighted based on how
strongly they influence earthquake vulnerability. Twenty layers were standardized which
offers membership significance based on each criterion’s utility.

2.3. Processing Layers in the IDRISI Software Using SOM for Supervised Classification

The standard layers created in the preceding stage were transferred to the IDRISI
software environment. The comparable range of all layers is the most critical factor at
this stage. The raster calculator was introduced for this purpose. In order to use a Self-
Organizing Map (SOM), the maps that were now similar were then entered into the IDRISI
program with ENVI format. The different stages of the model development are provided
in Figure 2. The main criteria of vulnerability are divided into four sections. In the middle
of Figure 2, the methods are noted to develop EVM.

2.4. Methods
2.4.1. Self-Organizing Map (SOM)

In 1982, self-organizing maps were introduced [74]. The concept was to use a small
number of samples to represent a large volume of data. SOM is an unsupervised neural
network that can put itself in order. This consists of a dimensional reference space and a
dimensional output space. The plan is generally a 2-D structure showing a weight vector
associated with each unit of the map.

Nij =
{

wij; 1 ≤ i ≤ L, 1 ≤ j ≤ M
}

(2)

where Nij represents a 2-D grid of the map also commonly referred to as the neuron, and
wij represents the weight vector, also known as a prototype vector, allotted to the (i,j)-th
unit of the SOM structure. L and M form the rows and column numbers.

The formation of the SOM consists of three stages: (1) competition, (2) synaptic
adaption, and (3) cooperation which we describe in the following.
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Competition

The best matching unit (BMU) is calculated in this section based on the Euclidean
spacing between the weight vector and that of the training input arrangements. The weight
of the neurons is identified as gij = {g1, g2, . . . , gd} where d is defined as the weight vectors
dimension. For example, in this case it is nine according to the number of features or
elements. The elements, specified as discrete wavelet-transformed CA, CD, CV, and CH,
the pixel cell value (PV), standard deviation (STD), gradient (GXY), energy (ERG) and
variance (VAR), are utilized to form the feature vectors. The training configuration vector
set in this study is specified as T = {Vp, 1 ≤ p ≤ n}, where Vp represents the p’th training
feature vector whereas n stands for the total training pattern vectors, which in this case is
10,000. During training, the SOM uses the Euclidean distance to determine the grid in its
map for which the weight is closest to the Vp. The best matching unit, hereafter defined as
BMU of Vp and indicated as Wm, is the neuron in the architecture of SOM that is closest to
the Vp. The Euclidean distance and the BMU are calculated as follows:

dist = ‖Vp −Wm‖ (3)

BMU = min
ij

{
‖Vp −Wm‖

}
(4)

Synaptic Adaption

The BMU and surrounding neighbors have their weights gij updated with a step of t
and will be presented by

gij(t + 1) = wij(old) + α(t)θ(t){V(t)−W(t)} (5)
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The old g is the current g for a node, plus a portion of the old weight and the input
of vector (t) depending on the remoteness from the BMU. α(t) is the rate of learning, an
exponential decaying process which ensures the convergence of the SOM as follows.

α(t) = α0. exp
(
− t

λ

)
(6)

Cooperation

Ideally, the winning neuron weight must be changed after discovering the BMU.
However, in practice the BMU and its neighbors would then be updated by Equation (2),

θ(t) = exp
(

d2

2σ2(t)

)
(7)

where θ(t) is defined as the topological neighborhood center on BMU and where d rep-
resents the position of BMU in the unit σ of SOM. The latter is a function of exponential
decay that diminishes on each iteration until finally the neighborhood equals BMU. The
topological neighbors’ amplitude reduces monotonically with the growing lateral distance
as in Equation (8).

σ(t) = σ0. exp
(
− t

λ

)
(8)

SOM networks have the ability to analyze complicated multivariate data from natural
systems [75]. SOM’s input layer can accommodate multiple inputs that pass through a
competitive layer (also known as the output) consisting of a couple of dimensions during
training. The “winning” node is a node in the competitive layer which in the Euclidean
distance is the closest weight vector to the input vector and updates its weight during
training. SOM differs from other networks due to its spatiality [76,77] which has the ability
to maintain topological associations in the original [78,79].

Classification of remotely-sensed imagery, both supervised and unsupervised, can be
used in SOM through Kohonen’s neural network. In this research, the self-organizing map
(SOM) neural network with a supervised classification mode was performed for assessing
urban earthquake vulnerability in Tabriz using the IDRISI selva (Version 17.1) software
(Clark Labs).

It indicated that the network was training. Thereafter, the 20 input layers were
specified and standardized (Table 1) and their names entered into the grid. For the interval
in the column and the interval in the row, 3 and 7, respectively, were entered. The interval
samples all pixel features in the input pictures and increases the time of measurement.
Growing the interval would minimize the measurement time. For training, the data type
(image) was specified and entered into the training file which was extracted from the
ANP model. This file defines the classes used for the classification. A number of web
parameters were then determined. We first determined the amount of produced layer
neurons which adjusted the initial neighborhood radius if desired. To cover the entire
output sheet, it needs a sufficiently high value. In this study, network parameters included
20 input layer neurons, 2025 output layer neurons, 64.64 initial neighborhood radiuses,
a minimum level of learning of 0.5 and an overall rate of learning of 1 (Table 1). For the
supervised classification, an option allowed to fine tune parameters, which included the
minimum and the maximum value gain term in the range 0.0 to 1.0, a smoothing rule and
the number of smoothed epochs. As shown in Table 1, schematically, SOM is generally
represented as a dimensional grid with nodes adjusted to various input data patterns.

The next steps dealt with initiating the training of the network coarse-tuning and
labeling the feature map before classifying. The preparation of the earthquake vulnerability
map was the final phase of the ANN study. For this we selected the classify button to
perform the SOM classification. The resulting layer map was moved to a GIS environment
after generating the EVM from the SOM phase. The raster layer map was then trans-
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formed to a vector layer format and the dissolved feature was prepared to measure the
city-wide vulnerability.

Table 1. Default characteristics and parameters of the ANN-SOM in IDRISI Selva.

Group Parameter Default Value

Sampling in band images
Column interval 3

Row interval 7

Network parameters

Output layer neuron 45 × 45 = 2025

Initial neighborhood radius 64 × 64

Min. learning rate 0.5

Max. learning rate 1

Fine-tuned parameters

Min. gain term 0.1

Max. gain term 0.8

Fine-tuned rule LVQ2

Fine-tunined epochs 80

Classification specification

Output hard
classification map Yes

Display feature map Yes

Algorithm for unknown pixels Min mean distance

2.4.2. Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)

The most common ANN is the network known as Multilayer Perceptron (MLP),
which is a structure of three layers, including the input, the output, and the hidden layers,
including the space between them [80]. The input data layer originates from various
sources such as thematic layers. As a result, the amount of input data sources influences the
number of grids in the input layer. The data structure is actively processed in hidden and
output architecture. The amount of hidden layers and their grids are determined through a
trial and error approach [81]. The application determines the number of grids in the output
structural layers, which is represented in this case by the class being mapped. Each of the
hidden grids responds to the weighted input layers it obtains from the linked neurons
from the previous input [82]. After determining the weighted summation of input layers
for each hidden grid, a transfer function is prompted to specify the activation of that grid.
From (8), it can be shown that the signal flow (0) is in series x1, x2, x3, . . . , xm assumed to
be unidirectional, as indicated by arrows. The grid output signal flow (0) is described in
the relationship as follows,

0 = f (net) = f
(
∑n

j=1 gjxj

)
(9)

where gj is the weight vector and f (net) is the function called a transfer activation func-
tion. The net variable is defined as a scalar of the net product of the weight and input
layer vectors,

net = gTx = g1x1 + g2x2 + . . . + gnxn (10)

where T is the transpose of a matrix, and, in the simplest case, the output value 0 is
computed as,

0 = f (net) =

{
1 if gTx ≥ θ

0 otherwise
(11)

where θ is called the threshold value level; a node commonly known as linear threshold
element [83].
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The back-propagation (BP) algorithm is used by the MLP to classify remotely-sensed
imagery. The computation is built on information obtained from the training data. The MLP
processes a nonparametric degeneration analysis between input variables and a dependent
variable, which is symbolized by an output grid in the network [84]. The MLP was used in
a threshold transfer function for output neurons (hard classification mode) to carry out the
assessment of susceptibility to earthquake hazards in Tabriz, via the IDRISI SELVA product
software (Version 17.1) (Clark Labs). For the outcome, we employed the classification
option in accordance with the research objectives. Thereafter we specified, the 20 input
layers and standardized them before entering their names in the grid. The masked image
consists of Boolean values arranged in 1 s in all of the cells of interest and 0 s elsewhere.
Due to the nonavailability of earthquake records from 1780 and lack of enough sampling
and databases and sites, the proposed method in this research employed a new training
strategy for the selected layers. We’ve designated 70% of the training data as training and
30% as testing. We adjusted the weights following the BP method to reduce the training
process error that occurs between the ANN output and the actual data [85]. The amount
of pixels in each class is divided randomly between the training process and the testing
for each category in the training data file. The ratio between the amounts specified for the
maximum training pixels and testing them also determines the actual amount of pixels
used for the training process and testing. The pixels will be divided in a 1-to-1 ratio if the
same values are used for each entry. Generally, it is safe to specify in terms of hundreds to
thousands instead of a large number of pixels per classification. The training and testing in
Tabriz were done with an average of 500 pixels per class. We used the training pixel values
for the validation of the results. In this procedure, a hidden layer with seven nodes, input
layer of 20 nodes, and output layer of five nodes formed the network topology (Table 2).

Table 2. Default characteristics and parameters of the ANN-MLP in the IDRISI Selva.

Group Parameter Default Value

Input specifications

Avg. training pixels
per class 500

Avg. test pixels
per class 500

Network
topology Hidden layers 1

Training parameters

Automatic training Yes

Dynamic learning rate Yes

Learning rate 0.0006

End learning rate 0.000625

Momentum factor 0.5

Sigmoid constant “a” 1.0

Stopping criteria

RMS 0.001

Iterations 10,000

Accuracy rate 90.00

The amount of input layers is categorized through the amount of images while the
quantity of outputs is prescribed by the training data classes in the training file. The
subsequent procedures deal with training the parameter values whereby the critical step
is the learning rate. This is a positive constant which controls the adjustment applied to
the linking weights. In this case, we used an automatic training procedure and a dynamic
learning rate; along with a self-adjusting process. This dynamic learning, requires the entry
of starting and finishing learning rates. The entry learning rates and the momentum factor
applied were 0.001, 0.0001, and 0.5, respectively (Table 2). Small values of learning rates
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have a tendency to increase the time in the training step. Large ones however may produce
inferior results with variable adjustments. The momentum factor is applied in this study to
step up the procedure of convergence. With some adjustments in criteria, the procedure
can be terminated.

By means of a root mean square (RMS) approach for the learning of the network, a
measure of an acceptable error is shown in Equation (12):

RMS =

√
∑
p

∑
k
(tpk − opk)

2

P× N
(12)

The extracted RMS for this study was 0.1534 which is acceptable compared to the
IDRISI default value of 0.5. Defining a small value of acceptable error means that conver-
gence is hard to attain. Therefore, additional iterations have the potential of over-training.
We set iterations to 10,000 meaning the training procedure was terminated when the value
was reached. Finally, the accuracy rate is established on the sample specifications of the
training process and testing pixel values per category. In this analysis, the MLP attained
was 90.01% for the overall accuracy using the testing data (Figure 3). The last step of the
MLP evaluation was the processing of the earthquake vulnerability map (EVM). To achieve
this, the trained and tested MLP model was applied to the derived data sets to produce
the EVM of the study area. The EVM product was then transferred to the GIS product
environment and converted from raster layers to vector format before the Dissolve function
was prepared to compute the vulnerability of the whole city.

2.5. Strategy Development for Hazard Mitigation
2.5.1. SWOT Analysis

To conduct a proper SWOT analysis, firstly, the internal and external factor evaluation
matrices, IFE and EFE, need to be prepared. Then, a SWOT analysis needs to be conducted
based on them to understand the strategies. In the following, we first explain IFE and EFE
and then the SWOT analysis.

The Evaluation Factors

The external factors evaluation (EFE) matrix is a tool that allows strategists in urban
planning to analyze external factors such as environmental, economic, social, political,
cultural and technological factors relevant to a specific issue at a certain period of time.
On the other hand, the internal factors evaluation (IFE) matrix is a tool for analyzing the
internal factors of a city. The matrices are usually developed based on expert opinion
and yield an assessment of the opportunities and threats (for EFE), and strengths and
weaknesses (for IFE) of a city.

To develop the internal and external factors evaluation, five steps should be taken:

• Step 1. The opportunities and risks and then the strengths and vulnerabilities of the
city can be assessed by recognizing the external and internal variables.

• Step 2. Solicit experts’ opinions through a questionnaire, with a weighted coefficient
(between 0 to 1) being assigned to each factor in a way that the total of the assigned
weighted coefficients equals one.

• Step 3. Based on the analysis of opportunities, threats and strengths and weaknesses,
a score of 1 to 4 is allocated for each of these factors for the city. The number 4 means
that the reaction was perfect, and 1 shows that the reaction was very weak. The
interpretation of each of these scores can be as follows: 4 (excellent reaction), 3 (good
reaction), 2 (bad and negative reaction), 1 (very bad reaction).

• Step 4. The factor weight is multiplied by its score of efficiency to get the final value
for each factor. Once the cumulative score of each element is determined, they are
summarized to determine the total weighted IFE and EFEE scores.

• Step 5. The total weighted score is calculated which is at least 1 and at the most 4. The
average score for the cities is 2.5. For IFE, if this score value is below 2.5, it indicates
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that the strengths were not greater than the weaknesses. If it was more than 2.5, the
strengths overshadowed the weaknesses [86]. On the other hand, for EFE, if this value
is below 2.5, it means that the opportunities were not greater than the threats; if it was
above 2.5, then the opportunities overshadowed the threats [87].

Developing Strategies Using SWOT

SWOT analysis is an efficient structured method of planning that identifies each factor
of strength, weakness, opportunity and threat, and reports the corresponding possible
strategies to deal with an issue [88–90].

The aim of a SWOT analysis is to classify the main internal and external factors
relevant for the issue [91–94].

In normal mode, the SWOT analysis consists of a 2 × 2 table and each of its four cells
shows a group of strategies (Table 3) with each group targeting an objective as follows:

• Aggressive strategies: capitalizing the most on using environmental opportunities by
harnessing the strengths of the city.

• Competitive strategies: using the strengths of the city for avoiding threats.
• Conservative strategies: for using the potential advantages which are hidden in

environmental opportunities in order to compensate for the weaknesses of the city.
• Defensive strategies: for minimizing the losses from threats and weaknesses.

Table 3. The SWOT structure.

Perspective Opportunities (O) Threats (T)

Strengths (S)

(Area 1)
Aggressive strategies:

Harnessing opportunities by
using strengths (SO).

(Area 3)
Conservative strategies: Using

the potential advantages
which are hidden in

environmental opportunities
to compensate for the

weaknesses of the city (WO).

Weaknesses (W)

(Area 2)
Competitive strategies:

Capitalising on the strengths
for preventing the threats (ST).

(Area 4)
Defensive strategies:

Minimizing the losses from
threats and weaknesses (WT).

2.5.2. The Strategic Planning Matrix

The most effective solution can be formulated after defining and evaluating core
strategic variables as inputs for a Quantitative Strategic Planning Matrix (QSPM). This
matrix is used for choosing and prioritizing the strategies based on expert opinion, and
prioritizes which strategy should be considered first, based on its attraction score. This
QSPM matrix is created in five stages:

• Step 1. In the left column in the matrix of the QSPM, the external factor opportunities
and risks and inner strength factors and weaknesses of the city are identified. This
information is collated directly from the IFE and EFE matrices.

• Step 2. A score is allocated for each critical factor. These scores are related to
the IFE and EFE matrices and are added to the second column, next to the critical
success factors.

• Step 3. By considering the second stage of the formulation (i.e., integration and
combination), the possible and applicable strategies are considered and added to the
row at the top of the QSPM matrix.

• Step 4. Finally, the attraction score (AS) is determined. It is defined as the numerical
value which captures the relative attraction of each strategy. By simultaneously
considering critical success factors and the attraction scoring, the following central
question needs to be answered: Does this factor have any effect on choosing any of the
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four strategy types mentioned above? If the answer to this question is positive, then
this strategy is compared with this key factor. Strategies should then be evaluated
considering their relative attraction scores as being either one of the following:

Score 1: not attractive,
Score 2: partially attractive,
Score 3: reasonably attractive,
Score 4: very attractive.

• Step 5. The total score of attraction is calculated. To evaluate the relative intensity of
that solution, the attraction score of each element in each row is multiplied. A high
score indicates a high attraction for that strategy [95].

3. Results
3.1. Earthquake Vulnerability Map (EVM) Benerated by Adopting the SOM Method

The findings obtained using SOM for our vulnerability assessment are presented in
Table 3. Accordingly, vulnerability was grouped into five classes ranging from very high,
to high, moderate, low and very low. The result shows that 1.58% (405.82 ha) of the total
area are very highly vulnerable to earthquakes whereas 6.13% (1574.76 ha) are highly and
37.23% (9559.78 ha) moderately vulnerable. About half of the area (50.22%; 12,895.06 ha)
shows low vulnerability and another 4.83% (1240.61 ha) very low vulnerability.

Zoning the EVM of Tabriz exposes the extent of susceptibility to earthquakes in the
various municipalities (Table 4). The majority of municipalities shows either low or medium
vulnerability, with just a few percent of their land being classified as very high/high or
very low in terms of vulnerability. Conversely, Zone one is characterized by the highest
vulnerability and Zone four encompasses large areas that are highly vulnerable.

Table 4. Percentage of land cover by earthquake vulnerability of municipalities (zones) in Tabriz, Iran.

Vulnerability Very High High Moderate Low Very Low %

Zone one 6.96 12.40 30.16 48.75 1.72 100.00
Zone two 1.64 10.25 18.67 52.95 16.49 100.00

Zone three 0.17 5.77 16.04 66.42 11.60 100.00
Zone four 1.37 27.65 39.71 27.65 0.00 100.00
Zone five 17.56 16.74 23.26 42.41 0.02 100.00
Zone six 0.00 0.00 75.14 24.86 0.00 100.00

Zone seven 0.00 0.00 24.7 75.40 0.00 100.00
Zone eight 1.05 0.00 39.68 56.08 3.19 100.00
Zone nine 0.00 0.00 76.10 23.75 0.15 100.00

Specifically, 17.56% and 16.74% of Zone five is categorized as very highly or highly
vulnerable, respectively (Table 4). Zone four is the second most vulnerable zone, with
1.37% of land being either very highly vulnerable or 27.65% highly vulnerable. In Zone
one, 6.96% of the land is very highly vulnerable and 12.40% highly vulnerable. Conversely
Zone three shows mainly low (66.42%) to very low (11.60%) vulnerability, and so do Zone
seven and Zone two.

As for the Population Vulnerability (PV), in Zone five the largest percentages of the
population are exposed to very high and high vulnerability to earthquakes, followed by
Zone one and Zone four (Table 5).

As for Residential Building Vulnerability, as inferred by overlaying the EVM of Tabriz
with residential building data, we found that Zones five, four and one, respectively, show
the highest percentage of vulnerability, and Zones seven, eight and two, respectively, the
lowest vulnerability (Table 6). Overlaying population and residential building data on
the EVM accounts for the significance of these two indicators in determining earthquake
vulnerability. In other words, with the increase in density of the population and residential
buildings in areas highly to very highly vulnerable to earthquakes increases the likelihood
for casualties and serious damage to infrastructure.
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Table 5. Assessment of Population Vulnerability (PV) in Tabriz according SOM Method.

Vulnerability Very High High Moderate Low Very Low Percent

Zone one 23.77 27.08 24.17 24.24 0.74 100.00
Zone two 9.28 32.42 26.58 16.91 14.82 100.00

Zone three 1.04 22.24 34.67 34.41 7.64 100.00
Zone four 13.62 41.57 30.42 14.38 0.00 100.00
Zone five 37.73 31.40 14.31 16.55 0.00 100.00
Zone six 0.00 0.00 89.10 10.90 0.00 100.00

Zone seven 0.00 0.00 0.72 99.62 0.00 100.00
Zone eight 0.00 0.00 78.14 21.86 0.00 100.00
Zone nine 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00

Table 6. Assessment of Residential Building Vulnerability (RBV) in Tabriz according SOM Method.

Vulnerability Very High High Moderate Low Very Low Percent Number of Buildings

Zone one 13.61 21.80 34.05 29.40 1.12 100.00 43,790
Zone two 5.46 30.96 34.77 14.44 14.37 100.00 20,563

Zone three 0.05 1.60 4.00 3.50 0.84 100.00 21,900
Zone four 3.24 38.04 47.70 11.02 0.00 100.00 33,766
Zone five 35.91 26.56 19.06 18.46 0.00 100.00 5543
Zone six 0.00 0.00 86.97 13.04 0.00 100.00 3765

Zone seven 0.00 0.00 8.40 91.60 0.00 100.00 1363
Zone eight 0.00 14.40 34.12 49.01 2.46 100.00 505
Zone nine 0.00 0.00 78.96 21.04 0.01 100.00 1793

3.2. Earthquake Vulnerability Map (EVM) Generated by the MLP Method

The Multilayer Perceptron results show that 1.19% of Tabriz is very highly vulnerable.
Highly, moderate, and low vulnerability corresponds to 5.60%, 34.11%, and 52.74% of the
area (Table 7). Zone one, Zone four, and Zone five are most vulnerable while the south and
southeast regions of Tabriz fare relatively well (Figure 3 and Table 8).

Table 7. Earthquake vulnerability in Tabriz, Iran, according to the MLP algorithm.

Vulnerability Area (m2) Hectares %

Very High 3,053,543 306 2
High 14,330,487 1432 6

Medium 87,294,910 8730 34
Low 134,963,682 13,497 53

Very Low 16,251,353 1626 5
SUM 255,893,975 25,591 100

Table 8. Level of vulnerability of the Tabriz, Iran, municipality zones according to MLP.

Vulnerability Very High High Moderate Low Very Low Percent

Zone one 5.74 9.80 23.23 57.94 3.29 100.00
Zone two 0.44 5.80 15.32 68.30 10.14 100.00

Zone three 0.14 3.29 16.28 58.20 22.10 100.00
Zone four 1.08 25.57 35.73 35.94 1.69 100.00
Zone five 16.14 14.26 27.00 42.54 0.06 100.00
Zone six 0.00 2.56 41.41 54.90 1.13 100.00

Zone seven 0.00 0.00 28.80 67.55 3.65 100.00
Zone eight 0.00 0.00 0.00 53.04 3.28 100.00
Zone nine 0.00 0.00 72.86 27.08 0.05 100.00
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As can be seen in Table 8, the MLP data show that 16.14% and 14.26% and of Zone
five is classified as being very highly and highly vulnerable, respectively. Zone four
encompasses 1.08% and 25.57% of land that is very highly and high vulnerable, respectively.
Zone one which is also of concern given it has 5.74% and 9.80% of land classed as very
highly and highly vulnerable, respectively (Table 8). The other zones are of less concern.

However, identifying the size and area of the land that is vulnerable is not enough to
determine the adverse effects of an earthquake. As shown above for the SOM, population
density and residential building density also need to be accounted for when forecasting
impacts. This enabled us to better understand Population Vulnerability and Residential
Building Vulnerability in various zones of Tabriz to better evaluate how to reduce impacts
of an earthquake by finding the intersect between seismically vulnerable land zones that
are also characterized by high population and residential building density.

Tables 9 and 10 show the relative vulnerability of the different municipality zones in
Tabriz as obtained by overlaying the Earthquake Vulnerability Map (EVM) with population
and residential building data. The potentially most vulnerable areas are clustered in Zones
five, four and one, respectively, which are located along the NTF. Residents in these zones
are known to earn lower than average income and reside in small housing properties
causing an overall population and building density. Conversely, the least vulnerable zones
were Zone seven, Zone three and Zone two.
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Table 9. Assessment of Population Vulnerability (PV) in Tabriz according to the MLP method.

Vulnerability Very High High Moderate Low Very Low Percent

Zone one 19.97 23.61 25.28 30.51 0.64 100.00
Zone two 2.83 16.73 13.37 52.99 14.08 100.00

Zone three 0.72 12.50 17.76 53.63 15.39 100.00
Zone four 3.30 58.06 21.75 16.29 0.59 100.00
Zone five 35.99 26.05 22.74 15.22 0.00 100.00
Zone six 0.00 03.82 69.84 26.35 0.00 100.00

Zone seven 0.00 0.00 8.58 75.58 15.84 100.00
Zone eight 0.00 0.00 66.67 19.81 12.16 100.00
Zone nine 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 100.00

Table 10. Assessment of Residential Building Vulnerability (RBV) in Tabriz according to the MLP method.

Vulnerability Very High High Moderate Low Very Low Percent Number of Buildings

Zone one 11.33 17.80 31.01 38.96 0.90 100.00 43,200
Zone two 01.49 19.16 34.88 39.21 5.26 100.00 20,491

Zone three 0.43 21.47 51.85 14.54 11.71 100.00 22,200
Zone four 2.67 44.18 40.03 12.54 0.59 100.00 34,567
Zone five 33.32 24.71 26.74 15.22 0.01 100.00 5564
Zone six 0.00 4.85 55.42 39.58 0.16 100.00 3476

Zone seven 0.00 0.00 4.97 90.56 4.47 100.00 1364
Zone eight 0.00 0.00 48.9 51.10 0.00 100.00 408
Zone nine 0.00 0.00 65.4 34.60 0.00 100.00 1790

3.3. Validation

The next step in our research involved the validation of our results. Calibration of
the data had partitioned them into five classifications of very favorable, favorable, rather
favorable, unfavorable and very unfavorable conditions with values ranging from 5, 4, 3, 2
to 1, respectively. A perfectly constructed model should be able to represent the region of
interest in a fairly accurate manner. Nonetheless, there is a probability of not achieving such
accuracy with our standardized or classified data. The EVM findings from the Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) were compared with the EVM findings from the Self-Organizing Map
(SOM) to validate our proposed model outcomes. Scatter-plots were applied. These scatter-
plots constructed from rusts provided by both methods show a strong positive relationship
between the extremely vulnerable zones (one, four and five) and the least vulnerable zones
(two, three and seven) for both EVMs. Additionally, Spearman correlation coefficients were
computed comparing the most and least vulnerable zones according to the SOM and the
MLP (Tables 11 and 12). The correlation coefficients of 0.997 and 0.921 were statistically
significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 levels. Thus both outputs agree on the level of vulnerability
of the respective zones.

Table 11. Correlation between the MLP and SOM for the most vulnerable zones.

SOM MLP

SOM
Pearson Correlation 1 0.997

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00
N 6 6

MLP
Pearson Correlation 0.997 1

Sig. (2-tailed) 0.00
N 6 6
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Table 12. Correlation between the MLP and SOM for the least vulnerable zones.

SOM MLP

SOM
Pearson correlation 1 0.921

Sig. (two-tailed) 0.026
N 5 5

MLP
Pearson correlation 0.921 1

Sig. (two-tailed) 0.026
N 5 6

In addition to the above metrics, we used an efficient quality index, i.e., the Q-average,
for the validation of the model. For two vectors x and y, it is calculated as follows [96],

Q(x, y) =
4σxy.x.y

(σ2
x + σ2

y ).(x2 + y2)
(13)

where, σxy represents a covariance arising from comparing x and y, σx and σy denote
variances, and x and y denote the mean of x and y, respectively. The Q-average value varies
between −1 to 1. The optimum value for the Q-average is 1 which is obtained when x = y.

Table 13 indicates that the Q value is higher than 0.9 for the SOM and MLP results for
the most and least vulnerable areas to earthquakes in Tabriz, Iran.

Table 13. Q-average of least and most vulnerable zones to earthquakes in Tabriz, Iran.

Least Vulnerable Most Vulnerable

Q-average 0.89 0.95

Hazard Mitigation Strategies for Zone One

Considering the EVM generated by the SOM, Zone one shows a high level of vulnera-
bility. Zone one consists of three regions with a total population of 211,302, covering an
area of 1547 ha (Table 14). The gross density is 137 persons/ha. Furthermore, the zone
comprises 552.4 ha of residential land with a gross population density of 383 persons/ha.

Table 14. Population density and land use characteristics of municipal Zone one in Tabriz, Iran.

Zone &
Regions

Population
in (2012)
(Person)

Residential
Area

(Hectare)

Urban
Constructed

Area
(Hectare)

Total Area
(Hectare)

Net
Population

Density (Per-
son/Hectare)

Gross Population Density
(Person/Hectare)

Constructed
Space Total Area

1 2,011,302.1 552.4 1546.9 1546.9 383.2 137.3
1-1 78,698.3 171.9 333.2 333.2 458.3 236.2
1-2 59,392.2 148.8 573.8 573.8 399.1 104.4
1-3 73,212.4 231.6 639.8 639.8 316.2 114.1

Zone one was then selected as a case study for demonstrating how to formulate an
earthquake hazard mitigation strategy.

3.4. SWOT Analysis
3.4.1. External Factor Evaluation (EFE)

Consulting with the city development strategies, the master plan of Tabriz and a field
survey, seven factors were chosen pertaining to opportunities and threats (Table 15). The
cumulative value of external variables (1.90) was not more than 2.5, which means that the
risks outweigh the possibilities (Table 15).
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Table 15. External Factor Evaluation (EFE).

Opportunity Weight Effectiveness Score Final Score

1
Large number of young demographics in the
population, particularly men, and using their
potentials

0.052 3 0.156

2 Presence of urban management 0.052 3 0.156

3
Forming strengthening committees in East Azerbaijan
Province and conducting studies on a number of
public buildings and schools

0.078 4 0.312

4 Granting of title deeds and official tenure right 0.052 3 0.156

5 Granting of renewal incentive rules 0.052 3 0.156

6
Feasibility of transforming abandoned buildings and
empty spaces into needed land use types in the area
such as green spaces

0.052 3 0.156

7 Role of religious places in social interactions, training
and communication 0.026 3 0.078

Threats Weight Effectiveness Score Final Score

1 Fine-grained lots 0.105 1 0.105

2 Located on lands with a gradient of more than 5% 0.105 1 0.105

3 This zone is located on fault lines 0.131 1 0.131

4 Population density around gas stations of this zone 0.078 1 0.078

5 Narrowness of thoroughfares 0.052 2 0.104

6 Low distance to service centers of Tabriz (gas post,
water reserves, petrol and gas station) 0.105 1 0.105

7
Neglect of old buildings and probability of their
destruction and leaving of large debris and blocking
of thoroughfares

0.052 2 0.104

Total 1 1.902

3.4.2. Internal Factor Evaluation (IFE)

As for internal factors, we identified seven strengths and eight weaknesses (Table 16).
The estimated cumulative value of internal variables was 2.76, which is above 2.5. This
means that the strengths outweighed the disadvantages.

Table 16. Internal Factor Evaluation (IFE).

Strengths Weight Effectiveness Score Final Score

1 High percentage of employees and low
unemployment 0.0454 3 0.1362

2 Proper access to relief facilities such as fire station and
hospital 0.09 4 0.36

3 High access to urban open space 0.068 4 0.272

4 Organizing specialized earthquake committee in the
city of Tabriz and holding sessions every two months 0.068 3 0.204

5 Holding earthquake and safety maneuver at schools 0.068 3 0.204

6 People tendency toward housing renovation 0.0227 3 0.681

7
Allocating constructional budget to renovate
infrastructure and development and renovation of
drinking water network for various zones

0.0454 3 0.1362

Weaknesses Weight Effectiveness Score Final Score

1 High population and building density 0.09 1 0.09

2 High density of household 0.068 1 0.068

3 Structural degradation of buildings due to their old
ages 0.09 1 0.09

4 Low quality of buildings in terms of materials 0.09 1 0.09
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Table 16. Cont.

5 High density of residential building and number of
floors 0.068 1 0.068

6 Poor access to the city center 0.0454 2 0.0908

7 Low renewal rates in residential building 0.068 2 0.136

8
Delay in organizing and enabling as well as failure in
planning in decision makings relevant to urban
problems

0.068 2 0.136

Total 1 2.7622

3.4.3. Internal and External Matrices (IE)

The intersection between the EFE and IFE scores marks the most suitable strategy
type in the SWOT strategy matrix (Figure 4). The IE Matrix shows that Zone 1 is located
in ‘competitive-strategy’ quadrant, i.e., for this zone we should appoint strategies that
capitalize on the strengths of the city which ensure security against environmental threats.

3.5. Developing an Earthquake Hazard Mitigation Plan
3.5.1. SWOT Plans

To capitalize on the strengths of the Tabriz to equip the city against earthquakes
a competitive strategy involving twelve key mitigation components is recommended
(Table 17). These were identified through a pair-wise matching of the SO, WO, ST, and
WT factors. The WT hazard mitigation strategies build a defense strategy to avoid the
vulnerabilities of Zone 1 to external threats (Table 17).
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Table 17. Earthquake hazard mitigation strategies in Tabriz, Iran, based on a SWOT analysis.

Strengths (S) Weaknesses (W)

(1) High percentage of employees and
low unemployment

(2) Proper access to relief facilities such
as fire station and hospital

(3) High access to urban open space
(4) Organizing specialized earthquake

committees in the city of Tabriz and
holding sessions every two months

(5) Holding earthquake and safety man
oeuvres at schools

(6) People’s attitudes toward housing
renovation

(7) Allocating constructional budget to
renovate infrastructure, and the
development and renovation of
drinking water networks for
various zones

(1) High population and building
density

(2) High density of households
(3) Structural degradation of buildings

due to their old age
(4) Low quality of buildings in terms of

materials
(5) High density of residential

buildings and number of floors
(6) Poor access to the city center
(7) Low renewal rate in residential

buildings, segregation from city
(8) Delay in organizing and enabling as

well as failure in planning in
decision makings relevant to urban
problems

Opportunities (O) (SO) (WO)

(1) Large number of young
demographics, particularly men,
and using their potentials

(2) Presence of urban management
(3) Forming strengthening committees

in East Azerbaijan Province and
conducting studies on a number of
public buildings and schools

(4) Granting title deed and official
tenure right

(5) Granting renewal incentive rules
(6) Feasibility of transforming

abandoned buildings and empty
spaces into required land uses in
the area such as green spaces

(7) Role of religious places in social
interactions, training
and communication

(3) Broadening and promoting people’s
cultural and public awareness
concerning earthquakes and the
hazards resulting from them

(4) Enabling of residents and creating
equipped urban spaces

(5) New construction with more
stability

(1) Combining some lots due to
improper sizes, topographic
position and location

(2) Reduction in population and
building density

Threat (T) (ST) (WT)

(8) Fine-grained lots
(9) Locating on the lands with gradient

more than 5%
(10) This zone is located on fault lines
(11) Population density around gas

stations of this zone
(12) Narrowness of thoroughfares
(13) Low distance to danger centers of

Tabriz (gas post, water reserves,
petrol and gas station)

(14) Inattention to old buildings and
probability of their destruction and
leaving large debris and blocking
thoroughfares

(4) Reinforcement of crisis
confrontation subsystems in the city

(5) Revitalization and renewal of land
uses in historic areas

(6) Proper design of open spaces inside
urban areas of the zone by making
hierarchy in their design

(7) Optimal consideration of
environmental phenomena in
designing and locating of sites

(1) Redistributing of land uses and
considering their compatibility in
decreasing population density
around high risk areas

(2) Preventing urban development and
expansion in high risk areas

(3) Reforming urban transportation
networks
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3.5.2. QSPM Strategies

The QSPM study was carried out to provide more guidelines for earthquake hazard
reduction as well as for classifying methods according to their goals. Since it was revealed
in the EFE/IEF matrix that the desired strategy is competitive considering strengths and
threats for Zone one, we also considered a competitive (ST) strategy in the quantitative
strategic planning matrix (QSPM). For each strategy, detailed computations are given in
Table 18.

Table 18. Quantitative Strategies Planning Matrix (QSPM). AS represents attraction scores and TAS
the total attraction scores.

Strategies

ST1 ST2 ST3 ST4

Factors Weight AS TAS AS TAS AS TAS AS TAS

Strength

1 0.0454 2 0.0908 2 0.0908 1 0.0454 2 0.0908
2 0.0900 4 0.36 1 0.0900 1 0.0900 4 0.36
3 0.0680 2 0.136 1 0.0680 4 0.2720 3 0.204
4 0.0680 3 0.204 3 0.2040 3 0.2040 3 0.204
5 0.0680 3 0.204 1 0.0680 1 0.0680 1 0.0680
6 0.0227 2 0.0454 3 0.0681 3 0.0681 2 0.0454
7 0.0454 3 0.1362 2 0.0908 1 0.0454 1 0.0454

Weakness

1 0.0900 1 0.0900 1 0.0900 2 0.18 1 0.0900
2 0.0680 1 0.0680 1 0.0680 2 0.136 1 0.0680
3 0.0900 2 0.1800 2 0.1800 2 0.18 1 0.0900
4 0.0900 2 0.1800 2 0.1800 2 0.18 1 0.0900
5 0.0680 1 0.0680 1 0.0680 2 0.136 1 0.0680
6 0.0454 2 0.0908 1 0.0454 3 0.1362 1 0.0454
7 0.0680 1 0.0680 2 0.1360 2 0.136 2 0.1360
8 0.0680 2 0.1360 2 0.1360 3 0.204 3 0.2040

Opportunity

1 0.052 2 0.104 2 0.104 2 0.104 1 0.052
2 0.052 3 0.156 3 0.156 3 0.156 3 0.156
3 0.078 2 0.156 4 0.312 3 0.234 2 0.156
4 0.052 2 0.104 1 0.052 2 0.104 2 0.104
5 0.052 2 0.104 2 0.104 1 0.052 1 0.052
6 0.052 2 0.104 2 0.104 3 0.156 1 0.052
7 0.026 2 0.052 1 0.026 1 0.026 1 0.026

Threat

1 0.105 1 0.105 1 0.105 4 0.420 1 0.105
2 0.105 1 0.105 2 0.210 1 0.105 4 0.420
3 0.131 4 0.524 3 0.393 2 0.262 4 0.524
4 0.078 2 0.156 1 0.078 2 0.156 1 0.078
5 0.052 2 0.104 1 0.052 3 0.156 2 0.104
6 0.105 2 0.210 2 0.210 3 0.315 1 0.105
7 0.052 3 0.156 4 0.208 2 0.104 2 0.104

Total 4.190 3.690 4.430 3.480

Considering the results shown in Table 19, rankings of the results of the QSPM analysis
were calculated as shown in Table 18. The overall level of scores of attractiveness for QSPM
were 4.19, 3.69, 4.43 and 3.48 for strategies ST1, ST2, ST3 and ST4, respectively.
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Table 19. Results of the QSPM analysis for the recommended SWOT approach to address
earthquake vulnerability.

Strategies Total Attractiveness
Score

ST3—Optimal consideration of environmental phenomena in
designing and locating of sites 4.43

ST1—Reinforcement of the crisis confrontation subsystems in
the city 4.19

ST2—Revitalization and renewal of land uses in historic areas 3.69

ST4—Proper design of open spaces inside urban areas of the
zone by creating hierarchy in their design 3.48

4. Discussion

Vulnerability to earthquake hazards is a multidimensional, and spatially and socially
variable construct. Assessments of vulnerability require consideration of physical, envi-
ronmental and socio-economic factors [97]. Physical factors pertaining to engineering and
architectural aspects, and land use planning. They influence the sensibilities of the location
and building environment. Environmental factors that impact on vulnerability include
slope fraction of an area, geological formation features, drainage patterns and proximity to
a fault. Social factors are more multifaceted and pertain to societal structures and commu-
nal aspects. Finally, economic factors that influence vulnerability include the exposure of an
economic system to potential disaster damage and resulting in direct or indirect loss. It can
be defined as inability of distressed individuals, societies, communities, enterprises, and
governments to withstand or suppress the damage in question [98]. In the present study,
we accounted for these multiple factors when assessing the potential vulnerability of Tabriz
to earthquakes using ANN models and thus provide a comprehensive modelling approach.
The novelty of the proposed assessment framework lies in its relative ease of applying
multiple indices thus accounting for the varied concerns of different stakeholders as is
typical in vulnerability studies. The information generated is useful for policy makers and
land planners to frame action plans for mitigation strategies. The assessment framework
proved efficient and can be flexibly applied to other urban areas worldwide at different
spatial scales. Our detailed methodological approach therefore provides a blueprint for
other hazard mitigation works requiring informed decision making.

A novel hybrid model of SWOT-QSPM was developed for earthquake risk assessments,
in the context of a case study of Tabriz City, Iran. The modelling was coupled with a
GIS-based spatial analysis useful for the regional scale. In addition, the ANN method
helped determine earthquake probability measurements in Tabriz. This study aimed
at developing a user-friendly geographic information system (GIS) tool, involving an
ANN coupled with a novel SWOT-QSPM model that provides an effective and practical
estimation for an earthquake risk assessment. This technique has great potential to become
an important tool for city planning of future earthquake incidents. This is supported
by related works [6,99–104]. The major drawback of the ANN technique is the time-
consuming model development and implementation because the ANN training requires
a large amount of training data [104]. The key limitations specific to our study situation
included a lack of high-quality infrastructure data and long processing times.

Differences in vulnerability are largely due to the varying density in the population,
unemployment, a compact urban living situation, poor access to open spaces, relief centers
and there like. The pronounced variations in vulnerability to earthquake hazards in Tabriz,
warrant special attention by both local authorities and the national government to recon-
sider current natural disaster management strategies. This calls for the development of
policies, strategies and action plans that consider the weaknesses, strengths, opportunities
and threats documented in this research. It is obvious from our research that this problem
is complex, fuzzy and multidimensional and solutions will affect many aspects of Tabriz
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society, including education, legislation and technical administration. The SWOT analysis
provided a systematic examination of factors that needs to be considered and identified
twelve key strategies for hazard mitigation in Zone one. The Quantitative Strategic Plan-
ning Matrix (QSPM) was used to identify the relative attractiveness of the strategies which
determined that the best strategy for hazard mitigation in Zone one was to optimally
consider environmental phenomena when designing and positioning settlements.

Mitigation of earthquake hazards is the most effective tool for reducing harmful con-
sequences. However, prevention of a catastrophe is nearly impossible. Nonetheless it is
critical to minimize its potential impacts. Social hazard mitigation is considered one of
its integral components to raise awareness of potential damage and develop education
plans [99]. Thus, the elevated risk of earthquake incidence in the city of Tabriz and the
potential risk scale of devastation require precautionary measures to mitigate future dam-
age. The findings demonstrate that although there are some strengths and opportunities
inherent to the urban management of Tabriz, threats and weaknesses also exist. The Inter-
nal Factors Evaluation Matrix (IFE) shows that the city’s internal situation is opportune.
However, the External Factor Evaluation (EFE) raises concerns around the low levels of
preparedness to capitalize on opportunities in response to external factors. A competitive
strategy was identified as the most promising pathway to use the city’s strengths in order to
reduce or eliminate the effects of earthquakes. Specifically, this should involve an optimal
consideration of environmental phenomena when designing and deciding on locations of
sites, reinforcement of the crisis confrontation subsystems in the city, revitalization and
renewal of land uses in historic sections, as well as an adequate design of open spaces.

As for reinforcing factors, we recommend organizing specialized earthquake com-
mittees in the city of Tabriz and holding sessions every two months. The establishment
of earthquake safety maneuvers at schools and allocating budgets for reconstruction and
renovation of infrastructure such as a drinking water network (gas post, water reserves,
petrol and gas station) in the danger zones of Tabriz seems also critical. Housing renova-
tions particularly of old buildings prone to destruction are needed. Similarly, fine-grained
lots, and narrow thoroughfares should be considered for replanning. Hence, it is necessary
for urban managers to consider and prioritize the design of open spaces. Finally, locating
settlements on lands with a gradient of less than 5% and away from fault lines will aid
with the mitigating impacts from earthquakes in the future.

5. Conclusions

The application of the new ANN model to our real-world case study shows that the
proposed model is robust for constructing a composite social, economic, environmental
and physical vulnerability index. Its application to municipality zones in Tabriz and the
development of Earthquake Vulnerability Maps (EVMs) reveal the existence of drastic
regional differences in vulnerability to earthquakes. These maps provide a foundation for
analyzing spatial variation and identifying the hotspots of earthquake vulnerability that
are of greatest concern. They show that the most vulnerable zones in the city are clustered
in the Zones one, four and five. Conversely, the less vulnerable zones are located in Zones
two, three and seven. The remaining zones exhibit low to moderate levels of vulnerability.
The proposed method for an earthquake risk assessment provides useful information that
can assist in earthquake disaster mitigation.

The proposed integrated vulnerability assessment framework is flexible and can easily
be applied to urban environments at various geographical scales with different mapping
units. In this sense, the overall vulnerability maps for the urban area have potential for
decision-makers in designing vulnerability reduction strategies and hence risk reduction
strategies. We applied a hybrid (SWOT-QSPM) method and ANN approach to improve the
earthquake risk assessment (ERA) and applied it to the other regions, to test the model.
However, the potential of using these techniques in such complex and time-constrained
problems still has to be explored in future research. As a recommendation, future research
may conduct related studies on EVM by applying other MCDM techniques such as Analytic
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Network Processes (ANP) and Fuzzy Analytic Neural Processes (FANP) to compare the
results between modelling outcomes and planning recommendations attained by different
techniques. The developed hybrid framework of the SWOT-QSPM model coupled with
ANN is easily replicable elsewhere for urban management. This point has been ignored in
previous social vulnerability studies. Hence, future scenarios may include the application of
artificial intelligence techniques or a 3D city model. Future research should also concentrate
on the use of more intelligent analysis means such as back-propagation neural networks,
probabilistic neural networks (e.g., a hybrid analytic hierarchy process; ANP-TOPSIS),
supervised associating networks, multilayer perceptron neural network architectures,
genetic algorithms, support vector machine and multilayer neural networks to compare
the results between modelling outcomes and planning recommendations attained by
different techniques. Finally, in the future, more attention should be afforded to conducting
research for earthquake risk assessments and multicriteria analysis using the predication
and accuracy algorithms for incremental updates. Accordingly, in our future work we
will focus on evaluating our technique for large multi-criteria datasets to show how it can
overcome the scalability drawback of traditional and multi-criteria analysis.
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Appendix A. Relative Importance Index of Urban Earthquake Vulnerability Indicators

Indicators

1. Percent of population under 6 years old
2. Residential building density
3. Buildings floor density
4. Percent of population with telephone access
5. Distance to police station
6. Average acceleration value for medium magnitude earthquake
7. Percent female participating in labour force
8. Percent of population over 65 years old
9. Distance to open space
10. Aspect
11. Distance to relief centers
12. Commercial buildings density
13. Percent of population with disability
14. Household density
15. Room area per person
16. Employee people density
17. Percent of homeownership
18. Percent of population with the health insurance coverage
19. Percent of population who are migrants
20. Features of geology
21. Population density
22. Percent of housing unit with kitchen
23. Buildings density
24. Size of buildings density
25. Percent of slope
26. Ratio of widows in female population
27. Per capita household income
28. Unemployed people density
29. Drainage
30. Distance to fault
31. Quality of buildings density
32. Age of buildings density
33. Percent of housing unit with bathroom
34. Distance to road network
35. Degree of occupancy per room
36. Distance to danger centers
37. Private residence with more than five rooms
38. Dentists per 100,000 population
39. Specialist physicians per 100,000 population
40. Literate people density
41. Hospital beds per 100,000 population
42. Dwelling population density on census unit
43. Buildings materials density
44. Women with many children

Appendix B. Selected Indicators and Omitted Indicators Highlighted in Red

1. Urban earthquake
vulnerability indicators

2. Relative importance index 3. Rank

4. 1. Distance to Fault 5. 0.98 6. 1
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7. 2. Population density 8. 0.96 9. 2

10. 3. Features of geology 11. 0.94 12. 3

13. 4. Buildings density 14. 0.92 15. 4

16. 5. Residential building density 17. 0.88 18. 5

19. 6. Household density 20. 0.86 21. 6

22. 7. Buildings materials density 23. 0.84 24. 7

25. 8. Age of buildings density 26. 0.82 27. 8

28. 9. Quality of buildings density 29. 0.78 30. 9

31. 10. Distance to open space 32. 0.78 33. 10

34. 11. Size of buildings density 35. 0.76 36. 11

37. 12. Percent of slope 38. 0.74 39. 12

40. 13. Distance to danger centers 41. 0.74 42. 13

43. 14. Buildings floor density 44. 0.72 45. 14

46. 15. Distance to relief centers 47. 0.68 48. 15

49. 16. Distance to road network 50. 0.66 51. 16

52. 17. Employee people density 53. 0.64 54. 17

55. 18. Literate people density 56. 0.62 57. 18

58. 19. Commercial buildings density 59. 0.58 60. 19

61. 20. Unemployed people density 62. 0.56 63. 20

64. 21. Dwelling population density on
census unit

65. 0.48 66. 21

67. 22.Average acceleration value for
medium magnitude earthquake

68. 0.46 69. 22

70. 23. Percent of population with
disability

71. 0.44 72. 23

73. 24. Private residence more than five
rooms

74. 0.42 75. 24
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76. 25. Per capita household income 77. 0.42 78. 25

79. 26. Room area per person 80. 0.38 81. 26

82. 27. Degree of occupancy per room 83. 0.38 84. 27

85. 28. Percent female participating in
labour force

86. 0.36 87. 28

88. 29. Percent of population with the
health insurance coverage

89. 0.36 90. 29

91. 30. Women with many children 92. 0.34 93. 30

94. 31. Hospital beds per 100,000
population

95. 0.34 96. 31

97. 32. Percent of population with
telephone access

98. 0.34 99. 32

100. 33. Specialist physicians per 100,000
population

101. 0.32 102. 33

103. 34. Dentists per 100,000 population 104. 0.32 105. 34

106. 35. Ratio of widows in female
population

107. 0.02 108. 35

109. 36. Percent of population who are
migrants

110. 0.28 111. 36

112. 37. Percent of homeownership 113. 0.28 114. 37

115. 38. Percent of housing units with
kitchen

116. 0.26 117. 38

118. 39. Percent of population over 65
years old

119. 0.26 120. 39

121. 40. Percent of population under 6
years old

122. 0.24 123. 40

124. 41. Distance to police station 125. 0.24 126. 41

127. 42. Percent of housing units with
bathroom

128. 0.24 129. 42

130. 43. Drainage 131. 0.22 132. 43

133. 44. Aspect 134. 0.22 135. 44
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